LABEOC Message for 03.16.20

-LABEOC Team Members-

Quote of the Day: “In the end, it will be impossible to know if we overreacted or did too much, but it will be quite apparent if we under reacted or did too little.”

Key push this week is social distancing: Staying home during a pandemic saves lives. There are currently 114 presumptive positives cases in Louisiana. We now have one of the highest per capita rates of COVID-19 cases in the country.

-Louisiana Workforce Commission information on Unemployment Insurance for employers and employees affected by COVID-19:

-National BEOC Call Tuesday, March 17, 2pm-

Call 800-593-7177 PIN: 7963614

Dashboard is operational 24/7 at

http://govtworkforce Lafourcheapp.com/videos/strategies